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Topology on Galois Groups and Galois correspondence
Let L/K be Galois. It is a union of finite Galois extensions of K .
For 2 Gal(L/K ), a basic open set around is a coset Gal(L/F )
for some finite extension F /K inside L, and this means
Gal(L/F ) = {⌧ 2 Gal(L/K ) : ⌧ |F = |F }.
Opens are unions of basic opens. The topology on Gal(L/K ) is
Hausdor↵.
Last time: For Galois L/K and K ⇢ E ⇢ L, Gal(L/E ) is closed.
For all subgroups H, Gal(L/LH ) = H. Therefore Gal(L/LH ) = H
when H is closed.
Theorem (Krull). For Galois L/K , K ⇢ E ⇢ L, and a closed
subgroup H, LGal(L/E ) = E and Gal(L/LH ) = H.
Half of this has been done. Main remaining part is LGal(L/E ) ⇢ E .
See lecture notes (Theorem 4.7). Proof needs finite Galois theory.

Some Consequences of Galois Correspondence
Closed subgroups of Gal(L/K ) are Gal(L/E ) for K ⇢ E ⇢ L.
Open subgroups of Gal(L/K ) are Gal(L/F ) where F /K is a
finite extension.
For 2 Gal(L/K ), Gal(L/ (E )) = Gal(L/E ) 1 , so closed
normal subgroups correspond to Galois E /K in L and open
normal subgroups correspond to finite Galois F /K .
Last time someone asked: do all normal subgroups correspond to
Galois extensions? I had said “no,” but . . .

Embedding Gal(L/K ) into Product of Finite Galois Groups, I
Making F bigger makes Gal(L/F ) smaller. Passing to a larger
finite Galois extension of K , can focus on basic opens Gal(L/F )
with F /K Galois, in which case Gal(L/F ) is inverse image for a
restriction homomorphism to a finite group:
Gal(L/K ) ! Gal(F /K ), where

7! |F

Each 2 Gal(L/K ) is completely determined by all |F , so we
have an embedding
Y
Gal(L/K ) ,!
Gal(F /K ) by 7! ( |F )F ,
F

where product runs over all finite Galois extensions F /K in L.
Can think of the right side algebraically and topologically:

Embedding Gal(L/K ) into Product of Finite Galois Groups, II
Theorem. For Galois L/K , the embedding
Y
Gal(L/K ) ,!
Gal(F /K ) by 7! ( |F )F ,
F

where F runs over finite Galois extensions of K in L, identifies
Gal(L/K ) with its image both algebraically and topologically
(homeomorphism to image that has the subspace topology).
What is the image of Gal(L/K ) in the product of finite groups?

The image is closed and compact, so the Krull topology on
Gal(L/K ) is compact.

Embedding Gal(L/K ) into Product of Finite Galois Groups, III
The embedding
Gal(L/K ) ,!

Y
F

Gal(F /K ) by

7! ( |F )F

lets us topologize Gal(L/K ) as subset of product of finite (discrete)
groups using the subspace topology for the product topology.
This gives new approach to Krull topology and explains many
things as special cases of general theorems about topological
groups: why topology is (1) Hausdor↵, (2) totally disconnected,
and (3) discrete if [L : K ] < 1.

Familiar Groups as Galois Groups?
Can Z be a Galois group? R? S 1 ?

Infinite Groups as Galois Groups
An infinite Galois group G has many finite quotient groups: the
identity of G has a neighborhood basis of open (normal) subgroups.
Think about neighborhood basis for groups like R and S 1 .
The group G is “well-approximated” by its finite quotient groups
G /N (N = open normal subgroup). A new category of groups:
1

compact,

2

Hausdor↵,

3

totally disconnected.

Topological groups that are compact, Hausdor↵ and totally
disconnected are called profinite groups (projective limit of finite
groups). If finite quotients are all cyclic, call it a pro-cyclic group.
If finite quotients are all p-groups, call it a pro-p group.
Theorem. Every profinite group is the Galois group of some Galois
extension.

Making p-adic integers a Galois group over Q
Let’s make Z5 a Galois group over Q, using 5-power cyclotomic
extensions.

